Need-to-know-session for international students: 
– New in Kaiserslautern –

Your daily life guide for a comfortable stay!

This seminar will help you to simplify your life and manage your household in Kaiserslautern. Common cultural differences might cause trouble – clarification will help, less stress for you!

Date: Tuesday, February 20, 2018
Time: 01:45 - 3:30 p.m.
Place: IntClub (Building 12, Room 168)
Language: English & German

The seminar in a casual atmosphere will give you hints on:

- what your rental contract includes and what is to be paid extra, how to cancel your rental contract
- financial issues
- Rights & responsibilities
- shopping possibilities for food & furnishing
- Leisure opportunities
- how you should treat your apartment (basics about hygiene in the kitchen and bathroom) - to make sure you get your deposit back

More information: www.uni-kl.de/international -> Newsroom